Cruise directly into London and Edinburgh with Britain’s
leading capital city cruise partner
Capital Cruising is a union of cruise terminals that gives your passengers an unrivalled
opportunity to see the biggest sights of the UK’s two major capital cities – London and
Edinburgh. We can offer a unique capital city connection because we own two of the most
strategically located ports in Europe.
London International Cruise Terminal is based
at the Port of Tilbury on the river Thames,
uniquely situated as the closest deep water port
giving access to London – it is just 22 nautical
miles and 40 minutes to the centre by Thames
Clipper.

Our Ports serving Edinburgh are Leith, Rosyth, Newhaven and South Queesferry which offer
a range of gateways to the inspiring city. Leith and Newhaven are only 15 minutes from the
city centre.
Passengers arriving on a small boutique vessel or a large resort sized ship can be sure of a
friendly and knowledgeable welcome at our ports. Our polite, friendly and well-trained staff
are here to help all your passengers get the maximum possible enjoyment from their stay in
London or Edinburgh. We can offer packed itineraries for shore excursions and give
‘independents’ all the information they need to start their onshore adventure.

Top Five Facts about Capital Cruising
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unique capital city connection with strategically placed ports
Excellent links direct into both world-class cities
Polite, friendly and well-trained staff
London International Cruise Terminal is London’s only deep water purpose-built cruise
facility
5. Four ports – Leith, Rosyth, Newhaven and South Queesferry – give access to Edinburgh

London International Cruise Terminal, Port of Tilbury

Welcome to London, one of the world’s greatest cities! Dating from 1930, London
International Cruise Terminal, the capital’s closest deep water cruise facility, is a unique
Grade II* listed heritage building located on the banks of the River Thames. It is just 22
nautical miles from the heart of the city via state-of-the-art Thames Clipper vessels (under
50 minutes to Tower Bridge), rail or motorway.
The stunning curvature of the high vaulted ceiling overlooked by the imposing domed
capola, the grand hall with its beautiful stained glass memorial window and the masterpiece
of the adjacent marble tablets encapsulates the warm and friendly atmosphere within.
The innovative 348 metre long floating landing stage can accommodate the largest of
vessels without the necessity of repositioning either of the original passenger gantries due
to tide; both gantries are capable of transversing the length of the magnificent 1930s
gallery, which is reminiscent of the heyday of ocean cruising and gives direct access to the

terminal regardless of ship specification.
London International Cruise Terminal is also a popular filming venue so not only will your
guests be walking in history, but also in the footsteps of some major Hollywood stars!

